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Other words for get worse

What's the other word for worse? 69 synonyms found in pronunciation: [ 啦ンt wˈfajaːs], [ 啦ンt wˈdraːs], [啦_ン_t w_ اا _s] •change (verb) •decay (verb) curd, no, fade, spoil, disintegrate, dwindle, atrophy, sap, decay, turn, dissolve, blur, decrease, contaminate, lose weight, perish, rot, slump, mold, mortify, putrefy, shrink, degenerate, molder, depreciate, collapse, corrode, weaken,
discolor, break up, mold, suppurate, degenerate, wither, faint, nausea, sink. •deterioration (verb) degradation, stumble, slippage, ebb, tergiversate, wilting, regression, disintegrate, recover, deteriorate, downgrade, regression, shaper, slide. •may aggravate (verb) damage, descend, aggravate, fall, reduce, cause ugly, depress, aggravate. •Other important words: decomposition,
germify, grow, merge, grow, break, combine, expand, bloom, m ripen, rise to well, thrive, raise, develop, brighten, color, rise, strengthen, help, extend, build, improve. impairs the comfort of being happy, soothes, aid. Other antonyms: get over it, bounce back. change in turn, change status. Roget was Dictionary.com © 2013, third edition tainonist, third edition © in 2013 by Philip
Lief Group.Roget 21 ©. or to make something of this verb, to keep worse, more or less verb to gradually worse position than previously phrasal verb worse term, if the situation or feeling comes to the boil, getting more serious or dangerous 2'the economic recession continues to worsen'SYNONYMS worsens, degenerate, decline, worse, worse, getting worse, getting worse , to
turn the worse, weakensink, slide, slide, slump, fall off, low tide, wane , ceases, regression, retrogressina goes downhill, goes to the pot, goes to the dogs, go down the toilet, go down the pipes, press slip, fall flight, make a nasal dive 1 worse or less valuable for the condition of the house deteriorated every year neglect atrophy , crumble, decay, decline, degenerate, descend,
deteriorate, deskote, ebb, regression, retrograde, rot, sink softens, de-escalates, decreases, downsizing, ebb, fall, recede , run out of saliva, no, fall, flag, lag, nimble, run down, sag, slip, waste (away), weaken, wilt enhance, enrich, strengthen, strengthen, strengthen, strengthen forward, develop, march, progress, progress 2, make more severe winter hard only exacerbated by fuel
shortages Page 2 A formal-sounding verb that means it gets worse, try to exacerbate it. If you're in trouble, you complain that it only exacerbates the problem. Exacerbation is associated with the epithet acrid, which is often used to describe smoke with a sharp odor. Think of it as aggravating then as a sharp or bitter thing, which is something worse. The drought is exacerbating the
country's food shortages. Worsening, strengthening, exacerbation the compound is similar, but the feel irritating to add to something bad even worse. Definitions exacerbate 1 Synonyms: aggravate, exasperate, exacerbate Antonys: improve, modify, right, improve, meliorate to better improve, better, improve, meliorate better antonyms ... Types: Show 6 types... Hide 6 types...
irritating excites the pathological condition, or chafe or inflames inflammation causes cheapen, worsens lower quality something; reduces its worth devaluation, devalues to remove the value; deprive of its value chafe, fret, gall will, or that it hurts, or as if rubbing itch, rub, scratch or rub, as if to relieve itching Type: alter, change, modify cause of change; to be different; causes
transformation Synonyms: aggravated, exasperated Type: anger, being angry angry
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